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Are NudeStix's Magnetic Matte Lip Colors Worth It? These 
Aren't Your Average Lippies 
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There have been tons of lipstick launches just this month alone, but none are quite like this one. 
NudeStix launched a brand new lip pencil that goes way above and beyond the call of your 
typical lippie. If you're wondering if NudeStix's Magnetic Matte Lip Color is worth it, the short 
answer is yes. Once you hear all the benefits of this product, you'll be ready to buy as soon as 
possible. 
 
NudeStix is a unique makeup brand in that every single item that they make are in pencil form. It 
combines the best makeup trends with on-the-go items, so you can apply and touch up with 
ease. In addition to their multiple other lip products, the brand created one that applies as a 
pencil, looks like a liquid lipstick, and lasts like a lip tattoo, according to their Instagram. Sounds 
pretty great, right? Well, those are only a few of the awesome benefits this item claims to give 
you. 
 
According to the NudeStix site, the Magnetic Matte Lip Colors are 3-in-1 products that serve as 
lip color, stain, and liner all in one. The site says that the new pencils are also "extra long 
wearing, extra kiss-proof, extra transfer-proof and extra pigmented". Basically, if all these claims 
are true, the lipsticks are worth the price. 
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Each of the Magnetics Matte Lip Colors are $24. Considering that each is a lip color, stain, and 
liner all in one, I'd say that it's definitely worth the price. Not to mention that these are in pencil 
form, so they're bound to last forever. You can snag these gorgeous new lippies on the Sephora 
or NudeStix site right now. 

 

 
You have tons of gorgeous colors to choose from as well. Currently, there are six nude shades 
up on the site, but there are two brighter shades coming soon. Each one is environmentally 
friendly, vegan, and cruelty free as well. Fingers crossed that they add even more colors too. 

 

 
If that doesn't convince you that you need these shades in your life, then I don't know what will. 
With all the benefits, you really can't go wrong with this buy.  
 

 
https://www.bustle.com/p/are-nudestixs-magnetic-matte-lip-colors-worth-it-these-arent-your-

average-lippies-31556  


